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Antje Senarclens de Grancy / Heidrun Zettelbauer

Editorial

Camps – considered to be (more or less) enclosed and temporary environments
and to be flexible tools for the (voluntary or forced) isolation of specific socially,
politically or ethnically defined groups – are a global and ubiquitous mass
phenomenon of the present. The growing body of scholarly literature on camps
and their comprehensive dimensions indicates the significance this issue is as-
suming in the contemporary world and reflects its importance in current policies
and societal debates. In the fields of Philosophy, Political and Cultural Theory,
camps are currently understood as prototypical cultural sites of the Modern,
referring to Zygmunt Bauman’s fundamental suggestion to look at the 20th

century as the “century of the camps”. Such an approach also relates to Giorgio
Agamben’s reflection on “the camp” – implicitly identified as the concentration
camp – as a site where a fundamental relationship between the law and the
absence of law is established, and the state of exception turns into the rule.1 Such
an approach can be correlated with perspectives taken by Contemporary History
researchers on camps, which still focus on concentration and extermination
camps in the context of the National Socialist regime or the Soviet gulags. As sites
of excessive violence, terror and murder, such camps are discussed by historians
as radical archetypes of the modern camp history and its ‘final point’. Since the
1990s in particular, many studies have opened up a broad range of questions
about the Nazi concentration camp system, and recent publications have enabled
new and concise overviews to be made in this context.2

In public history debates, NS-camps still appear to represent the ‘normative
model’ of the camp, whereas scholars have been continuously shifting towards a
more extensive historical, transnational and global understanding of the phe-
nomenon over the past decade. Authors of recent studies have highlighted the

1 Zygmunt Bauman, “A Century of Camps?,” in: The Bauman Reader, edited by Peter Beilharz
(Oxford: Blackwell, 2001), 266–280; Giorgio Agamben, Means without End: Notes on Politics,
Theory out of Bounds (Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 37–45.

2 Nikolaus Wachsmann, KL: A History of the Nazi Concentration Camps (New York: Macmillan,
2015).
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lines of historical continuity, tracing the camp phenomenon back to pre-modern
times (e. g. by referring to ‘total institutions’ such as workhouses for the poor or
traditions of military culture).3 They have revealed possible connections between
colonial camps formed around 19004 and the subsequent camp systems. For
instance, the issue of civilian internment is now integrated in the core of World
War I and Empire Studies5 and is investigated in the context of World War II.
Currently, different attempts are being undertaken to write a concise global
history of the concentration camp since the end of the 19th century up to the
present.6 The principal concept of camps grounded on educational or hygienic
discourse or its explicit or implicit technologies indicates that the camp is a
crucial tool that can be used for modern biopolitics, crisis management or
warfare. Subsequently, the physical, material and architectural dimensions have
become the focus of a large variety of theoretical and empiric studies.

In addition to such transnational pre- and post-histories of the concentration
camp – including politics of memory – authors of other camp studies have
focused on different camp types, ranging from highly institutionalised to loosely
informal structures.7 The many purposes of camps as a major element of 20th-
and 21st-century history can be loosely grouped together, but they are often
closely intertwined: They range from being sites that enable individual devel-
opment and autonomy (e. g. holiday, peace or protest camps) to spaces for
control and discipline (e. g. civilian internment, POW or concentration camps)
and on to locations that are intended to meet urgent needs (e. g. humanitarian
refugee, post-disaster or homeless camps).8

Currently, researcher in the fields of Philosophy, Political Theory, Architec-
tural History as well as those who adopt the interdisciplinary perspectives of
Urban or Gender Studies discuss camps as specific, modern spaces that represent
sites with the highest possible functionality. A deeper understanding of con-

3 Christoph Jahr and Jens Thiel (eds.), Lager vor Auschwitz. Gewalt und Integration im
20. Jahrhundert (Berlin: Metropol Verlag, 2013); Bettina Greiner and Alan Kramer (eds.), Welt
der Lager. Zur “Erfolgsgeschichte” einer Institution (Hamburg: Hamburger Edition HIS Ver-
lagsges., 2013).

4 Aidan Forth, Barbed-Wire Imperialism. Britain’s Empire of Camps, 1876–1903 (Oakland:
University of California Press, 2017); Jonas Kreienbaum, “Ein trauriges Fiasko”. Koloniale
Konzentrationslager im südlichen Afrika 1900–1908 (Hamburg: Hamburger Edition HIS
Verlagsges., 2015).

5 Stefan Manz et al. (eds.), Internment during the First World War: a mass global phenomenon
(London and New York: Routledge, 2018).

6 Dan Stone, The concentration Camp. A Short History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017);
Andrea Pitzer, One Long Night. A Global History of Concentration Camp (New York: Little,
Brown and Company, 2017).

7 Irit Katz et al. (eds.), Camps Revisited. Multifaceted Spatialities of a Modern Political Tech-
nology (London: Rowman & Littlefield, 2018).

8 Charlie Hailey, Camps: A Guide to 21st-Century Space (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2009).
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temporary camps as social, cultural and urban spaces has been particularly
derived by researchers pursuing Migration and Refugee Studies, who approach
camps from an interdisciplinary and multi-methodological perspective, as well
as those conducting architectural research. Trained architects working with an
extended concept of architecture are investigating the spatial aspects of in-
stitutional refugee camps, which have often been in continuous existence for
many decades.9 In the past few years, the shapes and functions of informal and
makeshift encampments such as the “Calais Jungle” in France are of equal in-
terest to spatial theorists, sociologists and urban designers. The analyses of
Calais and comparable examples indicate that a paradigm change is taking place,
insofar as such studies illuminate not only the fears and imagined scenarios of
menace that exist within present European society, but also serve as research
fields for the development of new urban and cohabitation concepts.10

Keeping these perspectives in mind, the authors of this special volume explore
camps as (cultural) spaces in a broad sense and deal with their complex and
paradoxical dimensions as modern sites. As editors, we do not intend to outline a
consistent concept in topics, theory or methodology, but instead to open up a
wide range of approaches in order to underline the potential of this field of
research. Against this backdrop, the contributors define space as a socio-cultural
and tangible analytical category, focusing on camps with their specific rules,
logistics, and materialisations. They investigate them as physical and social
products that have been conceived and created by camp designers and in-
habitants, as mental factors for socialisation and self-discipline, as expressions
of cultural representation, and/or as constitutive elements of memory.

The authors of this special volume examine the space of the camp in general as
a subject, which affects social configuration together with the camp’s physical
and architectural qualities and symbolic functions. They are interested in the
processes that occur when allegedly rational decisions are made or heterono-
mous acts take place as part of the daily camp routines; they examine how these
processes and structures oscillate in their cultural meanings. They study how
different subjects can lend new interpretations to seemingly fixed acts of sig-
nificance by taking possession of space or vice versa how the existing scopes of
action shift into spaces of control and discipline. Overall, the contributors intend
to comprehend the ambivalent, ambiguous, inconsistent and paradoxical as-
pects of camp spaces.

The case studies assembled in the volume all reflect an interest in specific

9 Manuel Herz (ed.), From Camp to City. Refugee Camps of the Western Sahara (Zurich: Lars
Müller Publishers, 2013).

10 Fiona Meadows (ed.), Habiter le campement. Nomades, voyageurs, contestataires, conqu8-
rants, infortun8s, exil8s (Arles: Actes Sud, 2016).
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institutional and highly formal camp structures as well as share aspects of their
symbolic representation. In particular, the authors focus on the following spe-
cific camp types: refugee camps during World War I and in the present (Antje
Senarclens de Grancy and Ulrike Krause), inclusion camps of the National So-
cialist Reichsarbeitsdienst and labour service camps in the U.S. (Robert Jan van
Pelt and Heidrun Zettelbauer), and extermination camps (Annika Wienert). The
articles are positioned within different disciplinary contexts (Contemporary
History, Visual Studies, Architectural History, Refugee and Gender Studies) and
present a wide range of understandings, definitions and approaches to space and
the complex relations between governance and agency. The authors stress the
entanglement of social structures, cultural discourse, institutionalisation, in-
dividual perception and appropriation. Key aspects that are presented are the
coincidence of proximity and distance, control and intimacy, disciplinary action
and self-organisation, internment and scopes of (re)action or protection and
surveillance. The mutually linked topics and the common points of reference in
the assembled articles show the manner in which the camp issue can serve as
cross-sectional matter in the current approaches being taken in the fields of
Cultural Theory and Contemporary History.

zeitgeschichte 45, 4 (2018)454
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Antje Senarclens de Grancy

Different Housing Spaces – Space, Function, and Use of
Barrack-Huts in World War I Refugee Camps

Introduction

In his 1939 lecture “Education of the Architect” in Mexico, Hannes Meyer, Swiss
architect and former director of the Bauhaus in Dessau, referred to the social
function of architecture. In a terse sentence he pointed to a fundamental dis-
crepancy that seems to lie in the nature of architecture, using the example of a
modern building type: “The standardised barrack-huts of the Mexican railway
worker as an element of a progressive, democratic state represents a higher form
of housing than the barrack-huts in a labor camp in present-day Germany,
although they are both exactly the same in construction and appearance!”1

Meyer is known as one of the most emphatic representatives of the rationalist and
functionalist Neues Bauen. However, in this quote he states that one and the same
object, a simple accommodation without any comfort, can become something
fundamentally different through different uses – in opposition to the dictum
“form follows function.”

Guiding Question2

In its use as a camp barrack, the standardised and primarily use-neutral barrack-
hut – as argued below and shown by the example of refugee camps of World War I
– is a different housing space, ‘different’ in relation to other uses, in the sense of
Meyer’s statement. This means that the very essence of this building, its ex-

1 Hannes Meyer, “Erziehung zum Architekten” [1939], in: Hannes Meyer, Bauen und Gesell-
schaft. Schriften, Briefe, Projekte, ed. Lena Meyer-Bergner (Dresden 1980), 204–213, esp. 206.
From 1939 on, Meyer was the director of the newly founded Institute of Planning and Ur-
banism of the Instituto Polit8cnico Nacional in Mexico City.

2 This article has been developed as part of an ongoing research project on the relational history
between camps and modern architecture using the example of refugee camps in the Habsburg
Monarchy in World War I.
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istence, changes in each case when used for a particular purpose.3 The camp
barrack is not only a simple temporary dormitory for specific inhabitants, but a
complex spatial structure. It is not solely generated by factors such as archi-
tectural design, space distribution, construction or equipment, as well as ma-
terial and symbolic functions,4 but also – and in particular – by its use. According
to Henri Lefebvre, this space is at the same time the precondition and the result of
social practice.5 Finally, it only becomes apparent through the use of the barrack-
hut as to whether that, what was intended by the decision-makers and conceived
in the administrative offices and on the drawing boards, was actually achieved.

Different types of exclusion or inclusion camps in the “century of camps”6 as
well as the respective historical contexts have to be precisely differentiated.7

However, what they have generally in common is that standardised camp bar-
racks are the result of top-down generated concepts. This means that their
planning or selection takes place without involving the future residents. In this
regard, they are comparable to the settlements of modern social housing. If, in
the following, not only the objective-oriented planning but also the use of camp
barrack-huts is to be discussed, we can benefit from the findings of architectural-
historical research, which since the 1990s has increasingly investigated the use
and the user perspective of modern architecture.8 In this understanding, ar-
chitecture is constituted not only by the architect’s design intention, but also by
the use and appropriation of the building as an object. Contrary to this view, the
players of modern architecture have drawn their attention since the 1920s to the

3 In addition to the fundamental process of changing spaces through use, the refugee camps and
their barrack-huts can also be described as heterotopic spaces in the sense of Foucault’s “other
spaces,” “in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be found within the culture, are
simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted. Places of this kind are outside of all
places, even though it may be possible to indicate their location in reality.” Michel Foucault,
“Of Other Spaces” [1967], in: Diacritics 16/1 (1986): 22–27.

4 Regarding the semantic field of architectonic functions, see Adrian Forty, Words and Buildings. A
Vocabulary of Modern Architecture (London: Thames & Hudson, 2000); Ute Poerschke, Funk-
tionen und Formen. Architekturtheorie der Moderne (Bielefeld: transcript, 2014).

5 See Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Malden, Oxford et al. : Blackwell, 1991 [1974]).
6 Zygmunt Bauman, “A Century of Camps?”, in: The Bauman Reader, edited by Peter Beilharz

(Oxford, 2001), 266–280.
7 See Bettina Greiner and Alan Kramer (eds.), Welt der Lager. Zur “Erfolgsgeschichte” einer

Institution (Hamburg: Hamburger Edition, 2013); Christoph Jahr and Jens Thiel (eds.), Lager
vor Auschwitz. Gewalt und Integration im 20. Jahrhundert (Berlin: Metropol-Verlag, 2013);
Irit Katz et al. (eds.), Camps Revisited. Multifaceted Spatialities of a Modern Political Tech-
nology (London: Rowman & Littlefield, 2018).

8 See recent examples: Kenny Cupers (ed.), Use matters: an alternative history of architecture
(New York: Routledge, 2013); Kirsten Wagner, “Hermeneutiken des Architekturgebrauchs.
Zur Sichtbarkeit des Lebens”, in: Theorie der Architektur. Zeitgenössische Positionen, edited by
Sebastian Feldhusen and Ute Poerschke (Gütersloh–Berlin: Bauverlag and Basel: Birkhäuser,
2017), 410–435.
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users of their buildings, but as a rule imagining them as abstract, universal
beings whose needs could be met by normalised planning and construction.9

From an inscribed authoritarian point of view, individual appropriations or
changes were understood as a disruptive factor that should be purified by edu-
cation and training.10

Recent architectural historiography often refers to Philippe Boudon’s case
study published in 1969 about the workers’ housing estate Pessac in Bordeaux
from 1924 by Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret, which was produced serially,
cost-effectively and according to hygienic standards.11 In his empirical study
Boudon shows in which way the inhabitants continued to develop “architecture
as the seemingly finished”12 and shaped the space through their everyday ac-
tions. In the preface to this study, Henri Lefebvre names three distinct levels
presented by Boudon: the theoretical level (the architects’ conception and
planning), the level of architectural practice, where ideological considerations
are supplemented by factors like the needs of the future occupants, and finally
the level of the reality of the city and the effects of a living mode.13 According to
Lefebvre, in the reality of living in a house as an activity, “the collective and
individual social work” proves to be more outstanding and more complex than
the “abstract rationality” of the architects.

If the focus is now not on the use of a modern housing estate, but that of camp
barrack-huts as architectural-spatial works, central distinguishing features must
be added: The line between public and private space is drawn differently in the
camp context than in that of housing complexes. In the case of certain camp
types, private space (in the sense of a “loophole”14 denying access to social
control) is kept to a minimum or completely non-existent for most occupants.15

When it comes to the use of accommodation buildings in camps, use means not

9 See Paul Emmons and Andreea Mihalache, Architectural handbooks and the user experience,
in: Use matters, edited by Cupers, 35–50; Walter Prigge (ed.), Ernst Neufert. Normierte
Baukultur im 20. Jahrhundert (Frankfurt/M.–New York: Campus, 1999).

10 See Sabine Kraft, “Eingeübtes Wohnen”, in: arch+ 176/177 (2006): 48–50; Theres Sophie
Rohde, Die Bau-Ausstellung zu Beginn des 20. Jahrhunderts oder “Die Schwierigkeit zu
wohnen”, unpublished PhD. Thesis, Bauhaus University Weimar, 2014.

11 Philippe Boudon, Lived-In Architecture. Le Corbusiers Pessac Revisited [1969] (Cambridge/
Mass.: MIT Press, 1972).

12 Wagner, “Hermeneutiken des Architekturgebrauchs”, 413.
13 Henri Lefebvre, “Preface”, in: Boudon, Lived-In Architecture, no pagination.
14 Michelle Perrot, “Introduction”, in: A History of Private Life, vol. IV: From the Fires of

Revolution to the Great War, edited by Philippe AriHs and Georges Duby (Cambridge/Mass.
and London: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1990), 9–12, esp. 9.

15 However, regarding the existing degree of privacy we must also differentiate within the
camps, such as in the case of smaller and more comfortable “luxury” or “intelligentsia
barracks” for socially higher standing people in refugee camps in World War I or the officers’
barracks in prisoner of war camps.
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only the occupants’ actions, but also those of the camp management, adapting
the space according to its objectives and using it as a biopolitical dispositif.

In the following, a specific example will show how standardised accom-
modation barracks16 in the camp context are formed into a complex work
through a range of design decisions as well as adaptation and appropriation
actions on different levels and thus are transformed into different living spaces in
the sense of Hannes Meyer’s constructivist statement. Therefore, we have to ask
how the barrack-huts were designed according to the goals and requirements
formulated by the decision makers in the planning offices and at the drawing
boards, which functional or material adaptations were required by the camp
administration in order to achieve the original goals, and how the barracks could
be appropriated or transformed as living spaces by the inhabitants. The camp
system of the refugee camps of the Habsburg Monarchy during World War I
serves as a field of investigation. In particular, I will focus on the huge large-
capacity barracks of the first year of the war, built from the autumn of 1914
onwards as temporary emergency structures, each building for hundreds of
refugees. Later they were adapted in some cases or supplemented by smaller
types of barrack-huts. My analysis is based on three of the essential functions that
these housing barracks had to fulfill from the perspective of the government in
order to achieve the objective – protection and reassurance for the population in
the hinterland: (a) temporary accommodation, (b) distribution in space, and (c)
staging.

Camps Instead of Housing Estates

To reach this objective, it is necessary to know the reasons for this specific camp
system.17 As a result of refugee movements and forced evacuations ordered by the

16 In the “century of the camps,” there are numerous examples in which existing building types
and spaces, such as castles, schools or industrial buildings, were transformed into prisoner of
war camps, refugee camps, internment and concentration camps. However, it is probably due
to the temporary, rudimentary and serial building type of the modern barrack-hut that this
building could become a synonym for the camp itself.

17 See e. g. Walter Mentzel, “Die Flüchtlingspolitik der Habsburgermonarchie während des
Ersten Weltkrieges”, in: Aufnahmeland Österreich. Über den Umgang mit Massenflucht seit
dem 18. Jahrhundert, edited by Börries Kuzmany and Rita Garstenauer (Vienna: Mandel-
baum, 2017), 126–155; Martina Hermann, “‘Cities of barracks’: Refugees in the Austrian part
of the Habsburg Empire during the First World War”, in: Europe on the Move. Refugees in the
Era of the Great War, edited by Peter Gatrell and Liubov Zhvanko (Manchester : Manchester
University Press, 2017), 129–155; Julia Thorpe, “Displacing Empire: Refugee Welfare, Na-
tional Activism and State Legitimacy in Austria-Hungary in the First World War”, in: Re-
fugees and the End of Empire. Imperial Collapse and Forced Migration in the Twentieth
Century, edited by Panikos Panayi and Pippa Virdee (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan,
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government of the Habsburg Monarchy and carried out by the military, hun-
dreds of thousands of people from the war zones18 arrived in the cities of the
hinterland (Vienna, Prague, Graz, Brno, etc.) during the summer of 1914. The
mass accumulation of people in the urban centers led to a situation perceived in
many ways as threatening, to a chaotic supply situation and subsequently to a
dramatic increase of the already blatant housing misery. On the part of the
Austro-Hungarian government, no forward-looking plans with regard to ex-
pected refugee movements had been elaborated before the war. Therefore, under
extreme time pressure, quasi as an “impromptu”19 response and allegedly
without any standards or models “in world history,”20 the state had to find a
solution for this problem: On the one hand, it was about protecting the local
population against the feared outbreak of epidemics and against conflicts with a
supposedly ‘penetrating’ group of people (meaning mostly destitute refugees21),
as well as about controlling politically suspicious persons. On the other hand, in
the sense of public welfare, it was about creating mass housing and supplies for
people who were now homeless.

For this purpose, the government, or more specifically the Ministry of the
Interior (k.k. Ministerium des Innern), assessed that it would not be sufficient to
build barrack housing complexes outside the cities as a provisional version of
social housing22 and to provide the refugees with food and medical care. Rather,
it was considered unavoidable to organise these facilities as outwardly closed
systems, surround them with barbed-wire fences and guards, and to carry out a
series of sanitary restraints (quarantine, disinfection). Thus, the practice of
isolation and internment of civilian and military groups in camps was used as a
measure of a governmental crisis management, which had already become a
global mass phenomenon since the end of the 19th century.23 In a meeting on 13

2011), 102–126; Walter Mentzel, “Kriegserfahrungen von Flüchtlingen aus dem Nordosten
der Monarchie während des Ersten Weltkrieges”, in: Jenseits des Schützengrabens. Der Erste
Weltkrieg im Osten: Erfahrung – Wahrnehmung – Kontext, in: Bernhard Bachinger and
Wolfgang Dornik (Innsbruck et al.: Studien Verlag, 2013), 359–390.

18 First from Galicia, Bukovina and the Balkans, then from South Tyrol, Trentino, Gorizia/
Gradisca, Friuli, Istria and the coast (Küstenland).

19 “Die Ausstellung in der Bognergasse (Flüchtlingsfürsorge)”, in: Neue Freie Presse, 21 January
1916, 1–3, 1.

20 “Beteiligung des k.k. Flüchtlingslagers in Wagna an der Kriegsausstellung in Triest”, in:
Lagerzeitung für Wagna, 9 August 1917, 2–4.

21 Those refugees with sufficient financial resources and who were “socially higher standing”
were accommodated in communities and not in camps.

22 The Volkswohnungen for the socially weak, planned by Leopold Simony and Theodor Bach
and financed by the Kaiser Franz Joseph I Jubilee Foundation founded in 1895, formed a
preliminary stage of the later social housing of “Red Vienna.”

23 See e. g. Aidan Forth, Barbed-Wire Imperialism. Britain’s Empire of Camps, 1876–1903 (Ber-
keley : University of California Press, 2017); Jonas Kreienbaum, “Ein trauriges Fiasko”. Ko-
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September 1914, the Ministry of the Interior specified the measures to be taken
for the entire Monarchy.24

The enclosed spaces for the temporary concentration of a particular popu-
lation group were not only built manifestations of an ‘othering’ process, which
involves a marked distancing from others who are classified as ‘foreign,’ but
corresponded to those exclusion camps, which Giorgio Agamben defines as
places in a permanent state of exception.25 Although civilian citizens of the
Monarchy, the refugees accommodated in the camps were deprived of regulated
legal protection.26 Disguising their very purpose, the camps were officially called
“collective settlements” (Sammelniederlassungen)27 or, in terms of building
types, “barrack camps” or “barrack cities.” Unofficially, or in the daily press,
there was also talk of “concentration camps.”28 Around 1900, this term mainly
referred to the colonial camps of the Spanish-American War (‘reconcentration’
policy) and of the “Boer War” in South Africa, meaning a detention situation
rather than the later intention to exterminate in World War II.29

A photograph from a 1915 propaganda publication showing rudimentary
sleeping places in a housing barrack being disinfected by camp staff wearing
protective suits illustrates two of the main purposes of the camps: cost-saving
accommodation as well as measures against the spread of diseases. From autumn
1914 on, more than 15 barrack camps for up to 30,000 people30 were built on

loniale Konzentrationslager im südlichen Afrika 1900–1908 (Hamburg: Hamburger Edition,
2015); Greiner and Kramer (eds.), Welt der Lager ; Matthew Stibbe, “Ein globales Phänomen.
Zivilinternierung im Ersten Weltkrieg in transnationaler und internationaler Dimension”,
in: Lager vor Auschwitz, edited by Jahr and Thiel, 158–176; Matthew Stibbe, “The Internment
of Civilians by Belligerent States during the First World War and the Response of the In-
ternational Committee of the Red Cross”, in: Journal of Contemporary History 41/1 (2006):
5–19. See also footnote 84.

24 “Ergebnis der Beratung in Angelegenheit der Fürsorge für galizische Flüchtlinge”, ÖStA,
AVA, MdI, Präs. , Sign.19/3, Zl.12.240; Walter Mentzel, Kriegsflüchtlinge in Cisleithanien im
Ersten Weltkrieg, unpublished PhD. thesis, University of Vienna, 1997, 219.

25 Giorgio Agamben, Means without End: Notes on Politics, vol. 20: Theory out of Bounds
(Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 37–45, esp. 39.

26 Only after the Austrian Reichsrat reconvened on December 31, 1917 was a law issued
“concerning the protection of war refugees.”

27 K.k. Ministerium des Innern (ed.), Staatliche Flüchtlingsfürsorge im Kriege 1914/15 (Vienna:
1915), 11.

28 See e. g. “Braunau a. Inn. Konzentrationslager”, in: Der Bautechniker 25 (1915): 316; Heinrich
Mannheimer, “Säuglings- und Kinderfürsorge im k.k. Barackenlager Wagna bei Leibnitz”,
in: Lagerzeitung für Wagna, 20 September 1916, 3–5.

29 See e. g. Christoph Jahr and Jans Thiel, “Prolegomena zu einer Geschichte der Lager. Eine
Einführung”, in: Lager vor Auschwitz, edited by Jahr and Thiel, 7–19, especially 14–16.

30 The largest ones were established in Lower Austria, Styria, Upper Austria, Bohemia and
Moravia and had inhabitants strictly separated according to nationality and confession.
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behalf of the Austro-Hungarian government. Architectural planning and effi-
ciency-oriented administration operated smoothly like cogs in a machine.31

Temporary Accommodation for the Homeless

Barrack-Huts used as ‘Fillable Containers’

Initially, the purpose of the dormitories in the closed refugee camps was to
provide temporary accommodation for a huge number of homeless people as a
substitute for housing in the cities. The buildings that the decision-makers in the
Ministry had in mind were empty casings. Since the refugee camps were initially
intended as ephemeral facilities, the focus was primarily on low cost, rapid
manufacturability, easy disassembly and reusability when choosing the building
type. To reduce costs, low durability was accepted. All these criteria were met by
the construction type of the serially produced, principally use-neutral wooden
barrack-hut.32 As a more durable alternative to the tent, and a proverbial ‘roof

Fig. 1: Refugee camp Wagna (Styria), disinfection of a housing barrack, from a publication of the
Styrian Lieutenancy (Statthalterei), Graz 1915. (Source: Library of TU Graz)

31 Civil-servant engineers or self-employed academically trained architects were responsible
for site planning in refugee camps.

32 See Walther Lange, Der Baracken-Bau mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Wohn- und
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over one’s head,’ their open, empty space could be ‘filled’ with homeless people.
The barrack-huts thus formed the core elements of the entire system of the
barrack camps.

The decision to use simple barrack-huts to solve the refugee problem did not
primarily mean taking a deprecative attitude towards the people to be cared for.33

In 1914 – at the beginning of the “century of the camps” – the serial building type
of the barrack-hut was imagined as a relatively neutral object, and not yet nec-
essarily associated with misery. Above all, barrack-huts were cheap, temporary
living spaces in times of housing shortage. Their use-neutral space also made
them the ideal instrument for completely different purposes (hospitals, schools,
camps, etc.) and allowed to utilise these mobile buildings as governmental
techniques.34 Originally derived from the military context, various standardised

Epidemie-Baracken (Leipzig: Baumgärtner’s Buchhandlung) 1895; Ernst Seidl (ed.), Lexikon
der Bautypen. Funktionen und Formen der Architektur (Stuttgart: Reclam, 2006), 55–56.

33 Within the refugee camps, however, the staff and physicians’ dwellings as well as the “in-
telligentsia barracks” for socially higher-ranking refugees were structurally and aesthetically
of a much higher-quality, which illustrates the strict hierarchy of the camp society.

34 See Axel Doßmann et al., Architektur auf Zeit. Baracken, Pavillons, Container (Berlin:
b_books, 2006); Axel Doßmann et al. , “Barackenlager. Zur Nutzung einer Architektur der
Moderne”, in: Auszug aus dem Lager. Zur Überwindung des modernen Raumparadigmas in
der politischen Philosophie, edited by Ludger Schwarte (Bielefeld: transcript, 2007), 220–245.

Fig. 2: Refugee camp Gmünd (Lower Austria), barrack-huts, 1915. (Source: Stadtarchiv Gmünd)
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barrack systems (Doecker, Brümmer, Adrian35) were developed internationally
since the last decades of the 19th century. Timber construction companies used to
produce serial sheds, gazebos and camp barrack-huts36 using similar materials
and construction principles. Municipalities bought standardised barrack-huts
to be prepared for emergencies such as natural disasters and epidemics. In the
early 20th century, contrary to today’s negative connotations of barrack-huts, this
construction type was challenging even for prominent and established archi-
tects, seeking in times of need solutions to current questions of prefabrication
and minimal or temporary living space.37 In the 1920s, the German Baracke could
even have turned into an optimistic metaphor for industrially produced and
hygienically clean buildings of the Neues Bauen (“Baracken der Zukunft”38).

However, the term “barrack-hut” not only referred to the strictly formal
architecture of rationally planned, standardised and serially manufactured
buildings, which are part of the modern history of prefabrication and archi-
tectural standardisation.39 Around 1900, in German the term Baracke was rather
ambiguous and opened up a semantic field: Evolving from former meanings, it
designated a makeshift and improvised ground-level dwelling, and thus on the
one hand a self-organised and random construction, and on the other hand a
rundown or dilapidated building. Linked (in German) with adjectives such as
primitive, miserable, sad or squalid, a latently deprecative meaning of the con-
cept of barrack-huts could be augmented, for example in descriptions of the
makeshift buildings of the settler movement in Vienna after World War I. Today,
however, the informal, self-expanding spatial structures of the Bidonvilles or
Favelas are becoming increasingly interesting for architects, urban planners and
architectural historians.40

35 Brümmer’sche zerlegbare, transportable Häuser, Hauptkatalog A der Deutschen Baracken-
bau-Gesellschaft m.b.H. Köln, Barmen 1902; “Preisverteilung in der Deutschen Städteaus-
stellung in Dresden”, in: Deutsche Bauzeitung 38 (1903), 78: 502; Andr8 Guillerme et al. , “Le
front de l’industrialisation de la construction. 1915–1920”, in: Les Cahiers de la recherche
architecturale et urbaine 28 (2013): 37–56.

36 Barrack-huts were used for all kinds of camps: prisoner of war camps, civilian internment
camps, detention camps, etc. Cf. generally, Robert Jan van Pelt’s article in this issue.

37 See e. g. Antje Senarclens de Grancy, “Spitalsbaracken, 1915, Projekt”, in: Otto Wagner, edited
by Andreas Nierhaus and Eva-Maria Orosz (Salzburg and Vienna: Residenz 2018), 464.

38 Ilja Ehrenburg, Visum der Zeit (Leipzig: Paul List Verlag 1929), 91–99, esp. 93. See also Osamu
Okuda, “Versinkende Villen – aufsteigende Baracken. Paul Klee und die Bauhaus-Debatten
über den Konstruktivismus”, in: Aufstieg und Fall der Moderne, edited by Rolf Bothe and
Thomas Föhl (eds.): (Ostfildern–Ruit: Kunstsammlungen zu Weimar, 1999), 336–343.

39 Etymology : French: baraque, Spanish/Italian: baracca for a makeshift or emergency buil-
ding. In English, finally, barracks means a building or group of buildings where soldiers live, a
circumstance that refers to the military origin of the standardised barrack-huts.

40 See e. g. the special issue: Bidonvilles & Bretteldörfer. Ein Jahrhundert informeller Stadt-
entwicklung in Europa, d8rive Nr. 71 (2018).
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When in 1918 architect Hermann Muthesius wrote in a building manual:
“Misery generates barrack-huts,”41 he meant both the improvised homes of the
homeless during and after World War I and the replacement buildings designed
by architects, with which they hoped to improve the emergency situation. Due to
years of use and lack of maintenance in the war and post-war period, the barrack-
huts for the refugees of the Habsburg Monarchy, originally rationally planned as
a biopolitical solution to a mass problem, became increasingly desolate. Con-
sequently, the housing conditions in the camps hardly differed from that of the
poor in industrialised cities, and the barracks changed from one meaning to
another. “Barrack-hut” turned into an architectural image of misery.

Appropriation as a Housing Space

At first, however, the wooden dwellings were built in the enclosed, transitory
space of the refugee camps. In doing so, the camp planners did not utilise the
then commercial and technically mature barrack models, the widespread
Doecker barracks for example.42 Instead, they developed different models with
huge open interiors and a minimal infrastructure for each camp in a very short
time. From the outset, the Ministry and the camp administration operated with
the term “housing” (Wohnen) in relation to the shelters provided for the refugees
of the Monarchy, as the term “housing barracks” (Wohnbaracken) shows in all
plans. Dwelling can be described as a social field of practice, which includes
activities such as sleeping, eating and cooking, but also reading and regenerative
activities and everyday routines. However, in the barrack-huts, dwelling, espe-
cially in the sense of a spatial appropriation and creating a (longer-term) homely
environment,43 was only possible within a very limited framework. When the
refugees arrived in the camps in the fall and winter months of 1914, they found
little more than fixed wooden boards with raised headboards for sleeping. The
rooms were poorly insulated, and their equipment was not suitable for the cold
season. In winter, the water froze in the huts.44

41 “Not treibt zu Baracken.” Hermann Muthesius, Kleinhaus und Kleinsiedlung (München:
Verlag von F. Bruckmann, 1918), 342.

42 The so-called Doecker barrack manufactured by the company Christoph & Unmack was
created as a model for an architectural competition for a “building for the treatment of
wounded and infectious patients for war and peace purposes” at the World’s Fair of Antwerp
in 1885. Regarding the history of standardised barrack-huts, see Robert Jan van Pelt’s article
in this issue.

43 Irene Nierhaus and Nierhaus Andreas (eds.), Wohnen zeigen. Modelle und Akteure des
Wohnens in Architektur und visueller Kultur (Bielefeld: transcript, 2014).

44 Flüchtlingsfürsorge. Barackenlager Chotzen und Wagna, AVA, MdI, Allg., Sign.19, Zl.22.099,
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The rudimentary interior of the empty barrack-huts was only partly a factor
in the restrictions and misery in the camps. Contemporary parallels could be
found in completely different contexts, if one were to limit the description of life
in the camp huts to the characterisation as a collective form of living in a basic
dwelling without comfort. As part of the Body, Life and Culture Reform move-
ment around 1900, gazebos or air huts with primitive sleeping places served for
overnight accommodation, like those on Monte Verit/ near Ascona, at holiday
camps and sanatoriums, similar to the simple dormitories for alpinists in
mountain huts in the context of the exploration of the Alps.45 Nevertheless, the
stay at these rudimentary, comfort-free, collective and temporary living places
occurred – in strong contrast to the refugee barrack-huts – through the free
decision of individuals for these simplest living conditions. There was always the
alternative of a self-determined ‘return’ into a ‘normal’ (urban) environment,
while the inhabitants of the refugee camps were not allowed to leave their living
places in order to find more suitable lodgings on their own initiative. However,
what made living in the camp fundamentally different from other simple ways of
life, was the permanent monitoring of the intimate sleeping space by the camp
management. The housing space in the camp thus had a public character.46

Privacy, it should be noted, is not an absolute concept but the result of social
negotiations. Inscribed in the degree of (conceded and achievable) privacy was a
social hierarchy, as can be seen, for example, in the phenomenon of bed-lodgers
(Bettgeher or Schlafgänger) in the modern metropolis, which was still wide-
spread at the time of World War I.

We can unterstand spatial appropriation as the active and self-determined
handling of space and as the development of space through action.47 This leads to
the question as to how one can prove the adaptation of a (public) space in the
camp, which offered little more than a ‘roof over one’s head,’ to a living space. In
the daily newspapers, there are only a few indications of the occupants’ actions,
for example when, in default of straw sacks or mattresses, they used clothes and

11 May 1915; see e. g. “Eine polnische Kolonie in Chotzen”, in: Arbeiter-Zeitung (Vienna), 30
October 1914, 7.

45 Nils Aschenbeck, Reformarchitektur. Die Konstituierung der Ästhetik der Moderne (Basel:
Birkhäuser, 2016); Doris Hallama, “Hüttenbauen im Hochalpinen. Zur Architektur der
Schutzhütten”, in: Wege und Hütten in den Alpen, edited by Deutscher Alpenverein et al.
(Köln-Weimar–Wien: Böhlau Verlag, 2016), vol.1, 121–202; Martin Green, Mountain of
Truth. The Counterculture begins – Ascona, 1900–1920 (Hanover and London: University
Press of New England, 1986).

46 Regarding the relationship between public and private space in living, see Ulla Terlinden,
“Naturalisierung und Ordnung. Theoretische Überlegungen zum Wohnen und zu den Ge-
schlechtern”, in: Wohnen und Gender. Theoretische, politische, soziale und räumliche As-
pekte, edited by Darja Reuschke (Wiesbaden: Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften, 2010), 15–26.

47 See e. g. Ulfert Herlyn, “Stadt- und Regionalsoziologie”, in: Einführung in Praxisfelder der
Soziologie, edited by Hermann Korte and Bernhard Schäfers (Springer, 1997) 243–261.
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blankets as a makeshift to pad their sleeping places, consisting of wooden
planks.48 In contrast to homeless shelters in the cities of that time, which were
only used for overnight accommodation, the refugees were at least able to leave
their belongings in the housing barracks during the day. The “Arbeiter-Zeitung”,
which more than other Austrian daily newspapers reported on the individual
living conditions of the refugees, wrote in 1914 about a minimum of personal
furnishing in the camp in Chotzen/Choceň: “On the cupboards above the bed-
steads the poor luggage is stored. Sparse furniture, property of the refugees,
outworn clothes, here and there a necessary piece of duvet or blanket to cover.”49

Disciplining, however, was always inscribed in the concept of the camp. The
following year, in the same daily newspaper, the positive assessment of the
individual use of the housing barrack was associated with the observance of
(self-)discipline: “The living spaces [in the camp Mitterndorf] have an unequal
appearance, depending on the sense of cleanliness and beauty of the inhabitants.
There are rooms kept scrupulously clean, whose walls are decorated with wall-
papers and pictures, and whose inhabitants, despite the difficulties of refugee
life, are eager to make the accommodation space as comfortable as possible. But
in many cases, however, one sees dirt and neglect, which can not be eliminated
despite the exertion of influence by the administration.”50 It depended on the
decisions, regulations and disciplinary measures of the camp administration,
whether or how much belongings the refugees were allowed to take with them
into the camps,51 but also – as the reference to the “exertion of influence by the
administration” shows – how the existing space could be handled. These con-
ditions included not only the existence of rules for living in the barracks, but also
the separation of functions: As an example, the day-structuring and socially
significant activity of cooking, which was important for a bourgeois or peasant
living, was outsourced and centralised in kitchen barracks.52

48 “Eine polnische Kolonie in Chotzen”, in: Arbeiter-Zeitung (Vienna), 30 October 1914, 7; “Ein
Besuch in den Flüchtlingsbaracken bei Leibnitz”, in: Volksblatt für Stadt und Land, 24
January 1915, 9–10.

49 “Eine polnische Kolonie in Chotzen”, in: Arbeiter-Zeitung (Vienna), 30 October 1914, 7.
50 “Das Flüchtlingslager in Mitterndorf”, in: Arbeiter-Zeitung, Morgenblatt, 5 September 1916,

6–7.
51 “In the living spaces you can see poor remains of household appliances and furniture, which

the refugees did not want to leave behind and carried on while fleeing.”
52 Depending on the number of occupants, 8, 12 or more housing barracks were assigned to a

kitchen hut, which – in clear analogy to prisoner of war and military camps – made it possible
to easily organise administrable camp sections.
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Distribution in Space

The Jump in Scale of the Huge Halls

In addition to supplying the refugees with accommodation space, the barrack-
huts also served the purpose of making the mass of human beings in the camp
controllable and administrable. In that case, according to the modern inter-
pretation context, the bodies had to be ‘distributed’ and ‘organised.’53 Although
in the autumn of 1914 the construction of a large number of accommodations
was the top priority, special barrack models were developed, as already men-
tioned, for each of the camps, which involved a great deal of planning effort. The
reason for this decision can only be that, on the one hand, the number of people
to be accommodated exceeded the capacity of conventional emergency lodging
by far, while on the other, a resource-saving solution had to be found within a
given budget.

In the different camps, each barrack-hut housed hundreds of people: around
500 in Wagna, 600 in Chotzen/Choceň,54 and 250 in Gmünd.55 In 1914, the huts at
the Wagna camp had a floor area of about 680 sqm, which was significantly
increased by open galleries to raise the occupancy rate. In the huts in Gmünd,
only 1.3 sqm of floor space per person was available (while, for example, the
Doecker standard barrack-huts, each with 18 sleeping places, provided around
4 sqm of floor space per person). The dramatic reduction of existing standards,
for example concerning the “airspace allocated to each inmate,”56 was delibe-
rately accepted by the representatives of the Ministry. The amount of people in
the huge barrack halls meant a numerical break not only with respect to con-
ventional barrack-hut models,57 but also to already common ‘total institutions’
such as poor and homeless asylums or hospital dormitories. How could this
remarkable jump in scale be justified?

In the contemporary press, the refugee situation was repeatedly described as a
“vast current,” “inundation,” or “flooding,”58 also expressing the Ministry of the

53 See the chapter “The art of distributions” in: Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish. The
Birth of the Prison (London: Vintage Books/Random House, 1995), 141–149.

54 “Eine polnische Kolonie in Chotzen”, in: Arbeiter-Zeitung (Vienna), 30 October 1914, 7.
55 Mentzel, “Kriegsflüchtlinge”, 296.
56 K.k. Ministerium des Innern (ed.), Staatliche Flüchtlingsfürsorge im Kriege 1914/15 (Vienna:

1915), 11.
57 For example, the Doecker standard barrack comprised approximately 45 sqm and was

generally recommended for a total of 18 people.
58 Friedrich v. Wiser, “Staatliche Kulturarbeit für Flüchtlinge”, in: Österreichische Rundschau
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